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Video 
Monitors
Angelcare Video Monitors 
feature high-quality audio and 
video, allowing you to see and 
hear your baby at all times, 
even if you can’t be in the 
nursery. Ideal for new parents 
as well as those with busy 
toddlers who are on the go at 
all hours.



Low Battery Indicator: The red light on the Nursery Unit flashes 
when batteries need replacing

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your portable 
Parent Unit charged to monitor your baby on the go

Temperature Display & Control: The temperature in baby’s 
room is displayed on the Parent Unit, an alarm can be set to 
sound if the temperature is too high or too low

Crystal Clear Sound Transmission: Enjoy crystal clear sound 
transmission with multiple channels to choose from

Battery or Mains Operated: In case of power failure the 
monitor reverts to batteries automatically

Continuous or Voice-activated Sound Monitoring: The monitor 
can be set to continuous or voice-activated sound transmission, 
so you can hear all sounds in your baby’s room or just when 
your baby cries

Digital Full Colour Video Transmission: The Parent Unit will 
show you every movement from your baby through the high 
quality camera on the Nursery Unit

Camera Zoom & Rotate: Using the Parent Unit it is possible to 
zoom and rotate the camera in the Nursery Unit

AC310 Video and Sound Monitor 
with 4” screen

Track movement and room temperature for 
up to 2 months

Colour changing room temperature display 
(turns blue for too cool and red for too warm)

Wall mount or tabletop camera with 
adjustable magnetic mounts 

New Features!



Full Colour Digital Display: The colour LCD screen on the 

Parent Unit clearly displays a number of monitoring features, so 

even if the sound is off you're still able to monitor your baby

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your portable 

Parent Unit charged to monitor your baby on the go

Talk-back: Press the button on the Parent Unit and speak 

directly to your baby

Digital Crystal Clear Sound Transmission: The digital 

transmission with automatic channel selection guarantees 

optimal sound quality and communication privacy between 

Parent and Nursery Unit

Out of Range Indicator: The “Out of Range” indicator function 

will advise you when the two units are not communicating with 

each other. 

Temperature Display & Control: The temperature in baby’s 

room is displayed on the Parent Unit, an alarm can be set to 

sound if the temperature is too high or too low

Under-the-mattress Sensor Pad:. An alarm will sound if no 

movement has been detected for 20 seconds

AC517 Video Movement and Sound Monitor 
with 5” screen

Wireless 

Sensor 

Pad

New Features!

Under-the-mattress wireless movement 
sensor pad

Track movement and room temperature for 
up to 2 months

Colour changing room temperature display 
(turns blue for too cool and red for too warm)

Wall mount or tabletop camera with 
adjustable magnetic mounts 



Under-the-mattress Sensor Pad: The Sensor Pad monitors all your 

baby’s movements, even the slightest ones. An alarm will sound if no 

movement has been detected for 20 seconds

Nursery Night Light: The Nursery Unit halo acts as a soothing night 

light and allows you to check on baby with minimal disruption

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your portable Parent Unit 

charged to monitor your baby on the go

Temperature Display & Control: The temperature in baby’s room is 

displayed on the Parent Unit, an alarm can be set to sound if the 

temperature is too high or too low

Out of Range Indicator: The “Out of Range” indicator function will 

advise you when the two units are not communicating with each other. 

Out of range situations can be caused by distance or by physical 

interferences

LCD Touchscreen: All settings can be easily adjusted with the user 

friendly interface touchscreen  

Digital Full Colour Video Transmission: The Parent Unit will show you 

every movement from your baby through the high quality camera on the 

Nursery Unit

Talk-back: Press the button on the Parent Unit and speak directly to 

your baby

AC1100 Video Movement and Sound Monitor 



6

Movement 
Monitors
Our under-the-mattress Movement 
Sensor Pad picks up even the slightest 
movements that other monitors alone 
cannot sense. Designed to detect even 
the tiniest movements, the Sensor Pad 
will alert you if no motion is detected 
after 20 seconds. Ideal for newborn 
babies to those starting to reach and 
explore their world.



Under-the-mattress Sensor Pad: The Sensor Pad monitors all your 

baby’s movements, even the slightest ones. An alarm will sound if no 

movement has been detected for 20 seconds

Audible “Tic” Feature: The optional “Tic” sound feature reassures 

you that the monitor is detecting movement even when your baby is 

sleeping silently

Nursery Night Light: The Nursery Unit halo acts as a soothing night 

light and allows you to check on baby with minimal disruption

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your portable Parent 

Unit charged to monitor your baby on the go

Temperature Display & Control: The temperature in baby’s room is 

displayed on the Parent Unit, an alarm can be set to sound if the 

temperature is too high or too low

Battery or Mains Operated: In case of power failure the monitor 

reverts to batteries automatically

LCD Touchscreen: All settings can be easily adjusted with the user 

friendly interface touchscreen

Talk-back: Press the button on the Parent Unit and speak directly to 

your baby

AC701 Movement and Sound Monitor 
with Touch screen



Under-the-mattress Sensor Pad: The Sensor Pad monitors all 

your baby’s movements, even the slightest ones. An alarm will 

sound if no movement has been detected for 20 seconds

Audible “Tic” Feature: The optional “Tic” sound feature 

reassures you that the monitor is detecting movement even 

when your baby is sleeping silently

Nursery Night Light: The Nursery Unit halo acts as a soothing 

night light and allows you to check on baby with minimal 

disruption

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your portable 

Parent Unit charged to monitor your baby on the go

Temperature Display & Control: The temperature in baby’s 

room is displayed on the Parent Unit, an alarm can be set to 

sound if the temperature is too high or too low

Out of Range Indicator: The “Out of Range” indicator function 

will advise you when the two units are not communicating with 

each other. Out of range situations can be caused by distance or 

by physical interferences

Battery or Mains Operated: In case of power failure the 

monitor reverts to batteries automatically

AC403 Movement and Sound Monitor 
with LCD screen



Under-the-mattress Sensor Pad: The Sensor Pad monitors all your 

baby’s movements, even the slightest ones. An alarm will sound if no 

movement has been detected for 20 seconds

Audible “Tic” Feature: The optional “Tic” sound feature reassures you 

that the monitor is detecting movement even when your baby is sleeping 

silently

Nursery Night Light: The Nursery Unit halo acts as a soothing night 

light and allows you to check on baby with minimal disruption

Low Battery Indicator: The red light on the Nursery Unit flashes when 

batteries need replacing

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your portable Parent Unit 

charged to monitor your baby on the go

Crystal Clear Sound Transmission: Enjoy crystal clear sound 

transmission with multiple channels to choose from

Out of Range Indicator: The “Out of Range” indicator function will 

advise you when the two units are not communicating with each other. 

Out of range situations can be caused by distance or by physical 

interferences

Battery or Mains Operated: In case of power failure the monitor reverts 

to batteries automatically

AC601 Movement and Sound Monitor 



Audio 
Monitors
The crystal-clear sound quality included 
with Angelcare's Audio Monitors makes 
it possible to hear every peep, cry, and 
laugh that your baby makes. We’ll keep 
you connected to your little one even 
when you’re out of the room.



Nursery Night Light: The Nursery Unit halo acts 

as a soothing night light and allows you to check 

on baby with minimal disruption

Low Battery Indicator: The red light on the 

Nursery Unit flashes when batteries need replacing

Portable & Rechargeable Parent Unit: Keep your 

portable Parent Unit charged to monitor your baby 

on the go

Crystal Clear Sound Transmission: Enjoy crystal 

clear sound transmission with multiple channels to 

choose from

Out of Range Indicator: The “Out of Range” 

indicator function will advise you when the two 

units are not communicating with each other. Out 

of range situations can be caused by distance or by 

physical interferences

Battery or Mains Operated: In case of power 

failure the monitor reverts to batteries 

automatically

AC420 Sound Monitor 



Bath 
Products
We’re here to make bath time a 
more comfortable experience 
for you and your baby. Our 
Bath Support keeps babies safe 
and supported while you make 
them squeaky clean.



Unique Design: Ergonomically designed bath 

support, providing optimal support, comfort 

and safety while bathing baby

Soft-Touch: The bath support has a layer of 

soft TPE material, which warms very quickly to 

baby’s body temperature and bath water

Hygienic & Mould-resistant: The mesh 

material allows water to drain easily from the 

bath support and dry quickly

Durable & Lightweight: Perfect height for 

easy and comfortable bathing. Strong and 

light weight, with a sturdy design base and 

non-slip trim

Water Level Indicator: Helps to ensure the 

optimal level of water in your bath

Easy to Store: Two carry handles and a hook 

make it easy to move around and store

Soft Touch Bath Support

Blue  Bath Support Pink  Bath Support Green  Bath Support 



Soft-Touch: The bath support has a layer of 

soft TPE material, which warms very quickly to 

baby’s body temperature and bath water

Hygienic & Mould-resistant: The mesh 

material allows water to drain easily from the 

bath support and dry quickly

Durable & Lightweight: . Strong and light 

weight, with a sturdy design base and non slip 

feet

Water Level Indicator: Helps to ensure the 

optimal level of water in your bath

Soft Touch Baby Bath Seat

Pink Baby Bath Seat Blue  Baby Bath Seat Grey  Baby Bath Seat



Nursery 
Products
The Angelcare Nappy Disposal System is 
a convenient and hygienic way of 
disposing of dirty nappies. Featuring Air-
Seal™ technology designed to keep bad 
smells at bay, this simple-to-use system 
makes a happier, more fragrant home. 1 
refill cassette is included with the Nappy 
Disposal System, which is normally 
enough for up to 1 month of usage.



Air-seal™: The multi-layer film technology in the cassette 

provides effective odour-barrier, for a more fragrant home

Environmentally Friendly: As not all nappies are wrapped 

individually, the Angelcare Nappy Disposal System uses up to 4 

times less plastic than other systems

Easy-to-use Refill: All nappies in the nappy bin are safely 

contained and you’ll not have to touch or smell them ever again

Up to 28 Days Use: A single cassettes lasts on average up to 28 

days! Please note that not all babies are the same and 

experiences may differ

Hygienic Push & Lock: With the Push & Lock system it’s very 

easy to dispose of a nappy. Just push it through the clamp 

system and it’ll disappear automatically into the multi-layer bag

One-handed operation: So simple to use, with no difficult 

twisting required, you just need to push the nappy through the 

clamp system. Which means you’ll always have one hand free to 

look after your baby

Nappy Disposal System

Pink Bin Blue Bin White Bin

Free 

Refill



Air-seal™: The multi-layer film technology in the 

cassette provides effective odour-barrier, for a more 

fragrant home

Environmentally Friendly: As not all nappies are 

wrapped individually, the Angelcare Nappy Disposal 

System uses up to 4 times less plastic than other 

systems

Easy-to-use Refill: All nappies in the nappy bin are 

safely contained and you’ll not have to touch or smell 

them ever again

Up to 28 Days Use: A single cassettes lasts on average 

up to 28 days! Please note that not all babies are the 

same and experiences may differ

Hygienic Push & Lock: With the Push & Lock system 

it’s very easy to dispose of a nappy. Just push it through 

the clamp system and it’ll disappear automatically into 

the multi-layer bag

One-handed operation: So simple to use, with no 

difficult twisting required, you just need to push the 

nappy through the clamp system. Which means you’ll 

always have one hand free to look after your baby

Dress Up Nappy Disposal System

Grey  Dress Up Sleeve Pink   Dress Up Sleeve Leaf Dress Up Sleeve



New improved refills with Multi-Layer 

bag provides 5 x better odour control than 

regular bags

Refills now with Germ fighting 

antibacterial coating for less germ and 

odour build up

Up to 28 Days Use: A single cassettes 

lasts on average up to 28 days! Please 

note that not all babies are the  and 

experiences may differ

Disposable Nappy Refills

3pk  Refill – Dress Up 

Single Refill – Dress Up 

3pk  Refill - Regular

Single Refill - Regular



The Angelcare On-The-Go Dispenser & Refill Bag is 

there to help dispose of soiled nappies wherever you 

are. Its distinctive Angelcare design is compact and 

user friendly and includes a convenient carry rear clip 

and a handy loop on top too.

The Easy-Knot System nappy bags are made with the 

same unique Multi-layer film. 

Effective, proven and trusted way to lock-in and seal-in 

odours. Ensuring while you’re out and about you’ll 

have bags at hand to help dispose of those unwanted 

nappies; with no smell, no scent and no odour.

The contour shaped bag design helps to reduce excess 

waste.

Each Angelcare On-The-Go Dispenser comes with one 

roll of 25 Perferated On-The-Go Bags included.

On the Go Nappy Bags

2pk  On the Go Dispenser Refill On the Go Dispenser 25



Product Description Barcode H/L W D Weight

g

Pack 

Sizes

Proposed 

RSP 

AC517
AC 517 - Video, Movement & Sound 
Monitor * New

260 260 100
4

AC310
AC 310- Video, Movement & Sound 
Monitor * New

220 180 75 4

AC1100
AC 1100- Video, Movement & Sound 
Monitor

666594110015 310 270 100 1300 4

AC701
AC701- Digital Sound & Movement 
Monitor 

666594200112 250 250 85 1260 4

AC403
AC 403-Digital Sound & Movement 
Monitor

666594200266 250 250 85 1260 4

AC601
AC 601- Digital Sound & Movement 
Monitor 

665942000453 250 250 85 1260 4

AC300
AC 300 - Movement (Only) 
Monitor/for Twins 

666594200280 250 250 85 1260 4

AC420 AC 420- Digital Sound (Only) Monitor 666594042002 220 180 75 640 4

12029 Angelcare Bath Support Pink 6665942012029 550 310 230 100 6

12012 Angelcare Bath Support Blue 6665942012012 550 310 230 1000 6

12587 Angelcare Bath Support Mint 0666594200587 550 310 230 1000 6

20112 Angelcare Bath Seat Pink 0666594201126 250 330 330 1000 3

20092 Angelcare Bath Seat Blue 0666594200921 250 330 330 1000 3

20114 Angelcare Bath Seat Grey 0666594201140 250 330 330 1000 3



Product Description Barcode H/L W D
Weig

ht

g

Pack 

Sizes

Proposed 

RSP 

20094 Angelcare Nappy Disposal Bin - Dress Up 0666594200945 460 280 290 1820 6

20181 
Angelcare Dress-Up Bin Sleeve - Pink 
Flower * New 

0666594201812 190 150 20 120 6

20179
Angelcare Dress-Up Bin Sleeve - Grey 
Elephant * New 

0666594201799 190 150 20 120 6

20180
Angelcare Dress-Up Bin Sleeve - Mint Leaf 
* New 

0666594201805 190 150 20 120 6

20108
Angelcare Nappy Bin Refill - Octagon -
Single * New 

0666594201089 170 170 50 110 24

20109
Angelcare Nappy Bin Refill - Octagon – 3pk 
* Newl

0666594201096 170 170 150 340 8

9500 Angelcare Nappy Bin - White 0666594095008 370 290 280 1820 6

20249 Angelcare Nappy Bin - Pink 0666594202499 370 290 280 1820 6

20250 Angelcare Nappy Bin - Blue 0666594202505 370 290 280 1820 6

9001
Angelcare Nappy Disposal Bin Refills -
Single

666594090010 170 170 50 110 24

9003 Angelcare Nappy Disposal Bin Refills - 3 pk 666594090034 170 170 150 340 8

10000 Angelcare On the go dispenser 666594100009 210 115 45 160 24

12000 Angelcare On the go refill – 2 pk 666594120007 210 115 45 200 24


